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Paper Uses Novel Platform Lending Data from China
and finds Credit Access Boosts Firm Growth

• Background: digital platforms are potentially valuable financial lenders
• Informational advantage on sale volumes
• Lending potentially secured by payment portal (Square)
• Credit supply attracts vendors, enhances network effects

• Main Question: What are effects of Fintech credit supply on firms?

• Identification: Lending decisions discontinuous in credit score
• Addresses concern that lending is responding to expectations of future growth

• Main Findings:
1. Credit→ faster growth in market share, especially for larger merchants
2. Mechanisms include customer access, advertising, possibly product quality
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My take

• Paper is well-motivated and executed:
• Great data, difficult to get!
• High power of analysis, essential for RDD
• Compelling identification

• My comments focus on interpretation and suggestions to improve the empirical
estimation
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Chinese Credit Scores
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Discontinuity in Credit Assignment at 480 Credit Score
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Assumptions in Fuzzy RDD Methodology

τFuzzy RD =
limScore↓480 E[Growth|Score]− limScore↑480 E[Growth|Score]
limScore↓480 E[Credit|Score]− limScore↑480 E[Credit|Score]

(1)
(2)

Ratio of: reduced form of differences in mean outcome across cutoff (1) and reduced
form of difference in mean treatment assignment around the cutoff (2).

Requires same assumptions as usual IV (Hahn et al. [2001]):

1. No manipulation/bunching across boundary (due to sorting by agents
able/interested in doing so)

2. Credit score impacts growth only through channel of increased credit supply
3. Usual caveats about LATE and complier population
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Regression Specifications

• First Stage:

Credit Accessi,t = α+ τ1{Scorei,t ≥ 480}+ δ1Scorei,t + εi,t

• Reduced Form:

Growth Ratei,t−1→t+1 = α+ τ1{Scorei,t ≥ 480}+ δ1Scorei,t + εi,t

• Second Stage:

Growth Ratei,t−1→t+1 = α+ β ˆCredit Accessi,t + δ1Scorei,t + εi,t
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Main result is market share increases 22% in two-month period of Credit Access

• Average market share is 0.003854%;
size of market varies across industries

• Avg growth rate is 65.7% (SD = 311%)
• Avg monthly sales of $6,600
• Hard to tell how large effect is; or
persistent. Can extend sample.

• Estimates sensitive to controls: try
Oster (2016) connect bias to
coefficient stability

• ITT since takeup is < 50%; double
estimates for firms which draw down
credit?
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Mechanisms

• Effects driven by large firms, high customer ratings
• interesting since smaller firms presumably more
financially constrained

• Firms do not change product price
• Large firms increase advertising (though avg
increase is negative in specification with controls)

• Credit access leads to increase in web visits
(“customer capital”)

• Effects matter more in period of greater customer
attention (“11/11”)

• Could improve product quality, but many items on
platform are fairly homogenous (i.e., phone cover)
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Suggestion # 1: RDD Sanity Checks — Oversaturated Model

• Guido and Imbens (2016): overfitting
bias introduced by higher order
polynomials

• Recommend regressions with linear +
quadratic terms of running variable
only (or kernel regression)

• Authors use third-order polynomial of
credit score

Chen et al. (2013)
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Suggestion # 2: RDD Sanity Checks — Other Tests

• Optimal bandwidth selection: Imbens and
Kalyanaraman (2011); Calonico et al. (2014)

• Robustness to different bandwidths?
• Test for weak instrument using F-test
• Placebo tests at non-discontinuous jumps;
additional treatment at 450 credit score

• Tests for randomness in assignment:
• McCrary (2008) test: graph, can also show
McCrary z-statistic

• Covariate balancing: also done
• (could use): Reduced form of outcomes
(growth) plotted against running variable→

Lee et al. (2004)
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Suggestion # 3: Address Timing

• Credit is offered mechanically whenever merchants cross threshold. So control
firms will become treatment over time.

• IV biased down and exclusion restriction not met (some controls become treated)
• Should plot persistence of score threshold + growth; try credit score at origination
(Agarwal et al. [2018])?
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Final Thought: Fintech firms don’t act like it!

• Discussion in paper about how this firm is
using sophisticated methods:

“Algorithms include not only
traditional credit analysis models
but also machine learning
algorithms, from the basic
support vector machine to
random forest.”

• Yet the credit decision comes from simple
discontinuity strategy

• And the pricing is very uniform, only 1% SD:
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Conclusion

• Great data and setting

• Compelling identification, can be refined further

• Interesting results, but unclear interpretation of the mechanisms
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Thanks!
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